
  
    

Re: [NTG-context] URL to d-en-all.pdf



2005-02-18

Thread
Hans Hagen



John Culleton wrote:
On Thursday 17 February 2005 11:52, Hans Hagen wrote:
John Culleton wrote:
I want to point people to the d-en-all.pdf example on the pragma-ade.nl
site. Unfortunately the navigation of the site is now all pdf based and
my browsers don't handle that well.  Can someone either 




[NTG-context] URL to d-en-all.pdf



2005-02-17

Thread
John Culleton



I want to point people to the d-en-all.pdf example on the pragma-ade.nl site. 
Unfortunately the navigation of the site is now all pdf based and my browsers 
don't handle that well.  Can someone either give me the URI for d-en-all.pdf 
or tell me how to navigate pragma-ade.nl in html only?
-- 





Re: [NTG-context] URL to d-en-all.pdf



2005-02-17

Thread
Taco Hoekwater



http://www.pragma-ade.com/texdemos/suite/d-en-all.pdf
John Culleton wrote:
I want to point people to the d-en-all.pdf example on the pragma-ade.nl site. 
Unfortunately the navigation of the site is now all pdf based and my browsers 
don't handle that well.  Can someone either give me the URI for 




Re: [NTG-context] URL to d-en-all.pdf



2005-02-17

Thread
Hans Hagen



John Culleton wrote:
I want to point people to the d-en-all.pdf example on the pragma-ade.nl site. 
Unfortunately the navigation of the site is now all pdf based and my browsers 
don't handle that well.  Can someone either give me the URI for d-en-all.pdf 
or tell me how to navigate pragma-ade.nl 




Re: [NTG-context] URL to d-en-all.pdf



2005-02-17

Thread
John Culleton



On Thursday 17 February 2005 11:52, Hans Hagen wrote:
 John Culleton wrote:
  I want to point people to the d-en-all.pdf example on the pragma-ade.nl
  site. Unfortunately the navigation of the site is now all pdf based and
  my browsers don't handle that well.  Can someone either give me the URI
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